Molecular characterization of initial variants from the IsTat I serodeme of Trypanosoma brucei.
Variant surface glycoproteins (VSGs) were isolated from variant antigen types (VATs) of the IsTat 1 serodeme. Molecular weight and isoelectric focusing analysis demonstrate that seven early VSGs possess properties generally attributed to VSGs isolated from other trypanosome serodemes. Six of the seven VSGs characterized are distinct from one another, while two (D and 1) appear identical. The presence of VSG specific mRNA in corresponding VATs was demonstrated by in vitro translation of RNA from each of the VATs, followed by immunoprecipitation with homologous and heterologous antisera. Hybridization of VSG cDNA clones with RNA from each VAT confirm that VSG mRNA is present only in homologous VATs and verifies the transcriptional control of these VSG genes. The two VATs D and 1 express indistinguishable VSGs by a variety of biochemical criteria, as well as by reactivity with 24 monoclonal antibodies. The VSG mRNAs in VATs D and 1 also appear identical. However, this identity is not reflected at the genomic level. Data is presented which establishes that DNA rearrangements can occur around both expressed and non-expressed VSG genes without qualitatively affecting VSG gene expression.